Group 2 report out:
Theme of RCN – agreed as well that it could be general perhaps focused on connectivity between systems, as Mandy Joye discussed earlier

But could address the three main ideas of:
Growing Convergence Research (to engage the scientific community) and Human – Technology Frontier (to engage the technical and engineering community)
Harnessing the data revolution (industry and academic research for risk prediction – addresses Sea Change priorities)

Kerry offered an example of how we could move convergence of disciplines beyond marine science veterinarians not engaged by (human) medical community
And we think there are opportunities for link ups that could advance marine science and society

Ideas:
Polar opposites workshop series
Workshop from different disciplines that don’t actually connect
   Engineering solutions in marine and atmospheric science
   Ecological breakthrough in fluid and air media
   Deep sea imaging and facial recognition tech
   Basic research and artistic expression
   Industry at the science table
   Public-private partnership incubator (connecting oil field tech and academic)
      (underwater intervention)